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Abstract. We introduce a family of mixed discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element methods for 
nearly and perfectly incompressible linear elasticity. These mixed methods allow the choice of polyno
mials of any order k 2: 1 for the approximation of the displacement field, and of order k or k - 1 for 
the pressure space, and are stable for any positive value of the stabilization parameter. We prove the 
optimal convergence of the displacement and stress fields in both cases, with error estimates that are 
independent of the value of the Poisson's ratio. These estimates demonstrate that these methods are 
locking-free. To this end, we prove the corresponding inf-sup condition, which for the equal-order case, 
requires a construction to establish the surjectivity of the space of discrete divergences on the pressure 
space. In the particular case of near incompressibility and equal-order approximation of the displace
ment and pressure fields, the mixed method is equivalent to a displacement method proposed earlier 
by Lew et al. [29]. The absence of locking of this displacement method then follows directly from that 
of the mixed method, including the uniform error estimate for the stress with respect to the Poisson's 
ratio. We showcase the performance of these methods through numerical examples, which show that 
locking may appear if Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed strongly rather than weakly, as we 
do here. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Volumetric locking limits the use of the otherwise robust standard conforming finite element method (FEM) 
for solving elasticity boundary value problems involving an incompressible or nearly incompressible elasticity 
tensor. The underlying reason for this phenomenon is the inability of the divergence-free subspace of low-order 

(piecewise cubic or lower) conforming approximation spaces to approxiate divergence-free displacement fields 
to the optimal order. 
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Precisely the same problem found in incompressible elasticity is found in Stokes flow. Both problems are 
described by precisely the same set of equations, but in the latter the velocity field plays the role of the elastic 
displacement field. Therefore, in the following we will refer to literature on methods for both problems. 

Most methods that are able to overcome the locking difficulty can be categorized as either a displacement 
method or a mixed method, depending on whether the displacement field is the only unknown field to solve 
for with the primary equations or not. In order for a displacement method to have a uniform error estimate 
in the incompressible limit ,\ --+ 00 where ,\ is the Lame parameter, a conforming (CO) method requires that 
the approximation space contain at least piecewise quartic polynomials in the approximation space [33]; a 
non-conforming method does not have such a restrictive requirement, and hence is more attractive. Early non
conforming approaches in two-dimensions include the displacement methods developed by Brenner and Sung [9] 
and Kouhia and Stenberg [28] . These methods were based on the piecewise affine Crouzeix-Raviart element [19]' 
which enforces inter-element continuity of the displacement only at edge midpoints. 

An important family of non-conforming FEMs is that of discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, which assume 
no continuity between neighboring elements. These have also been used as bases for building locking-free 
methods with displacement formulations, such as the two Nitsche-type DG methods developed by Hansbo 
and Larson [22,23] and the non-symmetric interior penalty DG method proposed by Wihler [38]. In these 
contributions, both the absence of locking and the optimal convergence in displacement were proved by virtue of 
a divergence-free interpolant, such as the Brezzi-Douglas-Marini (BDM) interpolant (for [22]) and the Crouzeix
Raviart interpolant (for [23] and [38]). 

Displacement methods are generally difficult to formulate for the perfectly incompressible case. While near 
incompressibility requires the approximation space of a displacement method to contain a divergence-free sub
space, perfect incompressibility usually demands the entire basis to be divergence free (see, e.g., [25,36]), or at 
least elementwise divergence free (see, for instance, the DG methods developed by Hansbo and Larson [24]). 

Another category of methods, the mixed methods, essentially imposes the (nearly) incompressible condition 
weakly. In general, while the displacement solution obtained from mixed methods is usually of good quality, 
the pressure solution may suffer from the checkerboard oscillation or other instability problems, unless an inf
sup condition is satisfied [10]. Proving this condition for a particular combination of displacement and pressure 
spaces is a delicate task, especially for conforming spaces. Notable stable combinations of displacement-pressure 
spaces (or velocity-pressure spaces in the context of Stokes flow) include the Taylor-Hood element [26,27] (first 
analyzed by Bercovier and Pironneau [5]), the Crouzeix-Raviart element [19]' and the MINI element [2]. 

Recent mixed methods with a DG space for the displacement (or equivalently, the velocity in the Stokes 
equation) include the local DG (LDG) methods by Cockburn et aZ. [18], the hybridized globally divergence-free 
LDG methods by Carrero et aZ. [16]' the hybridizable DG method by Nguyen et aZ. [30]' the DG methods with 
non-overlapping subdomains by Girault et aZ. [21] and Riviere and Girault [31], and the mixed method proposed 
by Becker et al. [4] for problems involving discontinuous elastic moduli with at least one incompressible material. 
The reader is also referred to an abstract framework for a few mixed DG methods for the Stokes problem by 
Schiitzau et aZ. [32]. 

In this paper, we propose a family of DG mixed methods in a unified framework for both near and perfect 
incompressibility. It accommodates equal order approximations for displacement and pressure fields, as well as 
the adoption of pressure approximations that are one polynomial degree smaller than those for the displacement. 
We prove the optimal convergence properties of the proposed mixed methods with an error bound for displace
ment and stresses that is uniform for all values of,\ in [p,oo], where p > 0 is the shear modulus of the material. 
Additionally, we compare the performance of these methods through numerical examples, including an investi
gation of the effects of strong versus weak enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions. Perhaps surprisingly, 
the examples show that weakly imposed Dirichlet boundary conditions are essential to avoid locking. 

In the case of equal order approximations and nearly incompressible materials, the method is essentially the 
same as the displacement method in [29]' except for the form of the stabilization term. This last method was in 
turn based on the method for the scalar Laplacian in [15]. An important advantage of these mixed methods is 
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the problem-independence in the choice of the stabilization parameter - the methods are stable for any positive 
value of the stabilization parameter. 

One distinct feature of our methods is that we equip the displacement space with an operator DDC, the 
DG derivative operator, in order to formally differentiate functions in this space. This operator reduces to 
the classical gradient operator \7 for CO functions that satisfy the Dirichlet boundary conditions, and hence 
is a generalization of \7 for the DG displacement space. The main advantage offered by this operator in this 
case is a systematic way to approximate the stress by replacing V in the constitutive equation by DDC for the 
discontinuous displacement solution. The resulting stress solution converges optimally and the error bound is 
uniform with A for a given choice of the polynomial order. In contrast, the stress approximation obtained merely 
by differentiating the displacement solution within each element does not enjoy this property. For equal order 
approximations, the DDC operator coincides with the standard expression for the approximation of derivatives 
in DC methods through the use of lifting operators (see, e.g., [1]) and the so-called Bassi-Rebay numerical 
fluxes [31. 

A generalization of the equal-order method here to nonlinear elasticity in the compressible range was intro
duced by Ten Eyck and Lew [35]' and their numerical results for nearly incompressible materials did not show 
traces of the locking problem. A related method for incompressible nonlinear elastic materials was proposed by 
Whiteley [37]. No signs of locking were observed in the numerical examples therein either. The results of our 
analysis should serve as a step towards the analysis of these more complex scenarios. 

As mentioned earlier, we allow a certain degree of flexibility to choose the order of polynomials to approximate 
the displacement and the pressure. Precisely, the order of the polynomial for the pressure can be either the 
same as, or one order lower than, that for the displacement. These choices are abbreviated here as Pk / Pk 

and P k / Pk-I, respectively, where kEN. These two combinations yield the same orders of convergence. Even 
though they do not yield higher order approximations, there are two reasons to analyze the Pk / Pk combination, 
besides that of merely exploring the possibilities of stable displacement/pressure combinations. First, in the 
case of A = 00, the DG version of the incompressibility condition is strictly enforced when we choose Pk / Ph, 
i.e., divDc Uh == tr DDCUh = 0, where Uh is the displacement solution. Second, as mentioned earlier, when 
.\ < 00, the Pkl Pk setting is equivalent to the displacement method proposed in [29,34]; therefore, the result of 
the analysis of the mixed method also holds for this displacement method, including a A-uniform error estimate 
for the stress, which significantly strengthens the result of the analysis in [291. 

The critical step in the forthcoming analysis is the proof of the inf-sup condition. While the satisfaction of 
this condition with the combination Pk / Pk - 1 is a direct consequence of the definition of the BDM element, 
the proof for the stronger result with Pk / Pk needs some delicate constructions. The essential step of such 
constructions is the proof of the surjectivity of the DG divergence operator divDc onto the pressure space. 

A few more ingredients are needed in order to obtain the desired error estimates. One of such ingredients 
is that, given any displacement field U such that divu = 0, there always exists U], a member of the DG 
approximation space, such that: (a) divDc U - divDc U] = 0, and (b) U - U] approaches zero at an optimal 
rate with respect to h. This construction is given by the BDM interpolation. A second ingredient is that the 
consistency error which arises from the lack of Galerkin orthogonality of the method also approaches zero at 
the optimal rate. A third ingredient is the weak enforcement of the Dirichlet boundary conditions. We will 
show by a numerical example that strong enforcement (e.g., by nodal interpolation) of the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions may lead to locking. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we state the problems and introduce the regularity 
assumptions for our subsequent analysis; then in Section 3 we introduce our mixed method and recapitulate the 
related displacement method proposed in [29]; Section 4 is devoted to the proofs of convergence and absence 
of locking; finally in Section 5, we present the numerical examples and show the possible detrimental effect of 
strong enforcement of the Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
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2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND REGULARITY ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1. The linear elastostatic problem 

We consider a two- or three-dimensional linear isotropic elastostatic problem over a bounded convex open 
polyhedral domain B C ]Rd, d = 2,3, with a Lipschitz continuous boundary DB. The problem reads: find 

(u,p) E [Hl(E)]d X U(E) such that 

-diva = j, in B, (la) 

a = 2p.:vsym
u - pII, in B, (lb) 

divu+~~O, in B, (Ie) 

u=U, onaDE, (ld) 

(7 ·n=T, onaNE, (Ie) 

d d 
where f E [U (E) ] d, U E [H 1 (oDE) 1 ' T E [H ~ (ON E) 1 ' \7'Ylli is the symmetric gradient operator, IT denotes 

the d X d identity tensor, and ,\ and f.l are Lame constants such that 0 < fJ :S; ,\ :S; 00. Subsets of the boundary, 
oDE and oNE, are such that oDE n ON E ~ 0, oDE U ON E - oE, and laDE I > o. Vector n is the exterior unit 
normal to B. 

The case ,\ < CXJ with AI fJ » 1 corresponds to the nearly incompressible limit while ,\ = CXJ corresponds to 
perfect incompressibility 1. Note here that the quantity p, the pressure parameter, coincides with the pressure 
only for the case ,\ = CXJ 2. Nevertheless, we call p the pressure for the sake of simplicity. 

For the incompressible case ,\ = 00 with aN B = 0, we require that U satisfy a compatibility condition 

r Un df ~ O. 
jaB 

In the case of'\ < 00, eliminating p from the (lb) and (Ie) yields 

Here C is a fourth-order tensor defined as 

where ei, i = 1, ... , d, denotes the ith Cartesian basis vector, and an index repeating twice in the same term 
implies summation from 1 through d. 

We adopt standard notations for Hilbert spaces: II· kn denotes the Hk(O)-norm while I· ik,n denotes the 
corresponding semi-norm. The symbol I . I without subscripts denote the Euclidean norm. We use the symbol 
L6(E) to denote the space 

INote that in the case of plane stress, ).. in (lc) is interpreted as );- == 2)..t-t/().. + 2t-t), where).. and t-t are quantities for the 
three-dimensional case. The limit );- -----1- 00 corresponds to the case of v -----1- -1+, which is admissible but does not imply near 
incompressibility. Nevertheless, we will still call this limit as the incompressible limit for simplicity. 

2The (hydrostatic) pressure PH is related to the Cartesian components of a as PH = -(all + a22 + (33)/3 for either d = 2 or 
d = 3, where for the case d = 2, the 3-direction is orthogonal to the plane that contains the domain B. In particular, for plane 
stress loading, a33 = 0; for plain strain, a33 = v(all + (22), where v = )"/[2()" + t-t)]. In all cases, when).. is large, PH and P are 
very close. 
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The existence and uniqueness of the solution is a well known result (see, e.g., [10,20]). In the special case of 

oNB ~ 0, when.\ < 00, the solution (u,p) is unique in [Hl(B)]d X U(B) while when.\ ~ 00, it is unique in 

[Hl(B)]d X (£2(B)/ID:.). 
We assume, in the case of 8N B = 0, that there exists C > 0 independent of j, U, and ,\ such that 3 

Ilullm,B + Iplm-l,B <; c (lflm-2,B + IIUllm-i,aB), for some mEN such that m;:> 2. (2) 

The case of d = m = 2 with B convex and with some restrictive assumptions on U is proved in Brenner and 
Sung [91. 

2.2.2. FOT a construction needed in the analysis 
d 

We assume that for every 8 E L6(B) there always exists v E [H~(B)] such that 

divv = G, 

Ilvll"B <; CI181Io,B, 
(3) 

where C > 0 is independent of 8. A constructive proof of this result based on the regularity of the Laplacian 
in two-dimensions was given in [8, Lemma 11.2.3]. 

3. METHODS 

We now introduce the family of DG mixed methods for near and perfect incompressibility. We then present 
the displacement DG method that results from a choice of parameters in the mixed method. 

3.1. Spatial discretization 

We construct a family of meshes {Yh}, each consisting of open simplices (triangles for d = 2 and tetrahedra 

for d ~ 3) to discretize B such that UEEY, E ~ B. Moreover, for any E
" 

E2 E gh, oE, n oE2 can only be 0, 
a common vertex, a common edge, or a common face. We let nE : DE --+ ]Rd, E E Yh, denote the exterior unit 
normal on DE. Additionally, on DB, we require that if a face e c DB, then either e c DDB or e C DNB. 

We assume that {Yh} is quasi-uniform, i.e., there exists a positive constant C such that 

where h == maxBEYh hE, and hE and PE denote the diameter and inradius of E, respectively. 
We let 0h denote the set of all element faces, in which faces shared between neighboring elements appear 

only once, and 

3In the case of).. < 00, p is unique in L2(B), but (2) does not provide an estimate of the mean of paver B. This quantity can 
be determined from the data of the problem, i.e., 

I~I hPdB ~ -I~I t Un dr. 
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We then define 

g!,!=={eEgh:eCODB}, gh'=={eEgh:eCONB}, gl==gh\(g!,!Ugh'), f{== U e. 

€Eg~ 

For each face e E gl, we arbitrarily label a + side and a - side, and set ne to be the unit normal of e 
pointing from the - side to the + side. For e E Sf u g!:, we set ne to be the exterior normal n on DB. Now 
we extend the definition of n : DB --+ ]Rd to be n : fh --+ lRd , n = ne on each e E 0h almost everywhere. 

Let v be a tensor field of any order that is sufficiently regular to possess traces on e E g;; U Sf: or on both 
sides of e E S{ We let vl e± denote the trace of v taken from the ± side of e E r~. Then for v, we define the 
jump and average operators on e as: 

_ {Vic - vl,+, 
[v] ~ V, 

0, 

e E gl, 
e E g!!, 
e E g!:, 

{V} == {~(Vlc + vl,+), 
v, 

e E gl, 
e E g!,! Ugh'. 

Note that although both [.] and n depend on the choice of the + and - sides for each e, their product does 
not. 

3.2. The approximation spaces 

To define the various approximation spaces, we first define 

where Fz(E) with integer l ;:> 0 denotes the space of polynomials of total degree less than or equal to l. We seek 
an approximate displacement in Vh , where 

Vh == [W~kr 
for some kEN. For the chosen k, we introduce the short-hand notation Wh == W~k). Then we let 

" [' ] d V == H (B) + Vh , 

which is the space that contains the error in displacement. We also have an independent approximation space 

for the pressure Qh == W~k,), where kp ~ k - 1 or k. 

3.3. The DG derivative 

We define approximations to displacement gradients via the DG derivative, i.e., DDC V -----t [L2(B)]dXd, 
where 

DDCU == 'hu + Ru([u]), 

where 'h denotes differentiation within UEEY, E, and the lifting operator Ru : [£2(fh)]d -+ W~Xd is defined 
to satisfy 

r Ru([v]) : 1h dB ~ - r [v] bh} n df + r u 1h n df, 111h E W~Xd 
JB Jrh jaDE 

We note here that since VhVh C W~Xd, DDCVh <;;; W~Xd. 
Next we introduce divDc u to denote the trace of DDCU, i.e., 

divDC U == tr DDCU ~ divh U + tr Ru([u]). (4) 
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Note that since Ru is an affine operator, so are DDC and divDCo We let R denote the homogeneous part of 
the affine operator Ru, i.e., 

r R([v]) : 1h dB ~ - r [v]. {1d· n dr, \hh E W~Xd 
JB Jrh (5) 

As a result, we have, for all v E V, 
Ru([v]) ~ R([v]) - R(U), 

where whenever we write R(U), U is understood as its extension from 8D B to fh by zero. 
An important property of the (homogeneous) lifting operator R is given by [14, Lemma 1], which relates H 

and R([]): 

IIR([v])llo,B c: Ch-~II[v]llo,r", Vv E V, 
II[Vh]llo,ro c: Ch~ IIR([Vh])llo,B' VVh E Vh. 

(6) 

(7) 

These inequalities are a direct consequence of the mesh quasi-uniformity and the finite dimensions of Vh and 

Wdxd 
h . 

Another important property of R is the following equality: 

(8) 

which is obtained by setting 1h ~ ZhIT E W~Xd in (5). This equation indicates that the trace of the lifting 
operator only depends on normal jumps across faces. 

Next we define for all v E V, 

DbcV == V hV + R([v]) 

divbc v == tr DbcV ~ divh v + tr R([v]), 

(9a) 

(9b) 

where divh denotes the divergence operator restricted to within each E E Yh. Linear operators Dbc and divbc 
are the linear parts of DDC and divDc, respectively, obtained by setting U = O. We then have 

DDCV ~ DbcV - R(U) 

div DC v ~ divbc v - tr R(U). 

Finally, by choosing Zh = 1 in (8) and applying the divergence theorem to each element, we obtain 

In particular, if 8N B = 0, l divbc v dB ~ o. 

3.4. The mixed method for near and perfect incompressibility 

Our family of mixed methods is formulated as: Find (Uh, Ph) E Vh X Qh, such that 

ah(Uh, Vh) + bh(Vh,Ph) ~ Fh(Vh), VVh E Vh, 

bh(Uh, %) - C(Ph' %) ~ 9h(%), V% E Qh, 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(11) 

(12a) 

(12b) 
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where 

(13a) 

bh(Vh,%) == -1 %diVbeVh dB, (13b) 

C(Ph,%) == 1 ~ Ph% dB, (13c) 

Fh(Vh) == 1 f . Vh dB + laNE T· Vh dB + 12/lR(U) : [D'j';'{;lliVh + ;3R([Vh]) 1 dB, (13d) 

9h(%) == -1 % tr R(U) dB, (13e) 

where D~bm denotes the symmetric part of DbG' and j3 > 0 is a non-dimensional stabilization parameter. In 
the case of,\ = 00 and 8N B = 0, Ph, like p, is unique up to an additive constant, i.e., Ph E Qh/lR . 

The stress approximation is computed as 

where D'Z;;Uh denotes the symmetric part of DDCUho 

Remark 3.1. From (9b) and (8), an alternative expression of (13b) is given by 

3.5. The displacement method for near incompressibility 

In the case of .\ < 00, if we choose kp ~ k, then (12b) is equivalent to 

Substituting (15) into (12a) yields the following displacement method: Find Uh E Vh, such that 

where for any Uh, Vh E V, 

%(Uh, Vh) == 1 [DbeUh : C : DbeVh + 2;3/lR([Uh]) : R([Vh]) 1 dB, 

Fh(Vh) == r f· Vh dB + r T· Vh dB + r R(U): [C: DbeVh + 2;3/lR([Vh]) 1 dB. 
JB jaNE JB 

The stress approximation in (14) can be equivalently stated as 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

This method coincides with the method proposed in [29], except for the stabilization term. The stabilization 
term as given here was later adopted in [341. 
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Remark 3.2. Since this displacement method is only a particular case of the mixed one, we only need to prove 
the optimal convergence and uniformity in ,\ for the mixed method, and those for the displacement method will 
follow. Despite this equivalence, the two methods differ by the number of unknowns. As a result, although the 
mixed method with kp = k per se does not show much advantage over the case with kp = k - 1, the equivalent 
displacement method does enjoy the advantage of having a smaller stiffness matrix. 

Remark 3.3. The displacement method (16) can be obtained, alternatively, by a variational principle which 
reads: Find Uh E Vh that minimizes the functional Ih : V --+ lR, where 

h[uJ == ~ 1 [DDCu: c: DDCU + 2;3I'Ru([u]) : Ru([u]) 1 dE -1 f· u dE -laNB T· u dE, 

and the stationarity of h yields (16). 

Remark 3.4. The Dirichlet boundary conditions here, as well as in the mixed method, are weakly imposed. 
Strong enforcement of such boundary conditions can lead to volumetric locking in the limit of,\ --+ 00, which 
deteriorates the method. We will discuss such phenomenon in Section 5.3. 

Remark 3.5. As we have seen, both methods are obtained by replacing in the weak form the classical derivative 
\7 with DDCl and adding a stabilization term to the symmetric bilinear form a(".) or a{,.). A direct consequence 
is that the form of the corresponding inf-sup condition for the mixed method appears almost like its counterpart 
for conforming methods except that we have divbc in place of div. 

4. PROOF OF OPTIMAL CONVERGENCE AND ROBUSTNESS 

In this section, we will confine ourselves to pure Dirichlet problems, i.e., 8N B = 0. We will show that, under 
the regularity assumptions set forth in Section 2.2, the two methods introduced in Section 3 achieve optimal 
convergence with the generic constant C independent of A as well as of h, j, and U, indicating the absence of 
locking. 

4.1. Main results 

We will work with the mesh-dependent norm III . III s : V -+ 1R, which is defined as 

Illvlll~ == Ilv;;mvll~,B + IIR([v])116,B' \Iv E V, (18) 

where V;;mv denotes the symmetric part of VhV. We will prove that 111·llls is a norm in Theorem 4.7. 
Next we remark on the existence and uniqueness of the solution to the approximate problem (12) in the space 

Vh X Qh equipped with the norm 111·llls+ 11·llo,B. When.\ < 00, this result directly follows from Theorem 4.20 
to be introduced later. When A = 00, the existence and uniqueness are a consequence of Theorems 4.20 and 
4.6 (see, e.g., [13]). 

The primary result of this work is thus the optimal convergence of the primary fields (u and p) in their 
"natural" norms (Theorem 4.1) with a constant independent of A. Based on this result, we have also obtained 
error estimates of the £2-norm of the displacement over the domain (Theorem 4.4) as well as along the faces 
(Corollary 4.2), and the convergence of the stress (Corollary 4.3). 

Theorem 4,1 (convergence of the primary fields), Let oNE ~ 0 and let (u,p) be the solution to (1). Let 
(Uh,Ph) be the solution to (12). Ifu E [Hm(E)Jd and P E Hm-l(E) for some mEN such that 2 c; m c; k+ 1, 
then there exists C > 0 independent of f, U, h, and.\ such that 
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Moreover for'\ < 00, there exists C> 0 independent of fi U, hi and'\ such thai 

while for .\ ~ co, there exists C > a independent of f, U, and h such that 

Corollary 4.2 (convergence of the boundary condition and the intra-element discontinuities). Lei the assump
tions in Theorem 4.1 hold, then there exists C > 0 independent of fi U, hi and'\ such thai 

In particular, 

IIU - uhllo,8B c; Chm- ~ (lulm,B + Iplm-l,B). 

Corollary 4.3 (convergence of stress). Let the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold. Let" be given by (lb) and 
"h by (14). In particular, in the case of.\ ~ co, we interpret pin (lb) and Ph in (14) as elements of L6(B). 
Then there exists C > a independent of f, U, h, and .\ such that 

Theorem 4.4 (convergence in II· Ilo,B). Let the assumptions in Theorem 4.1 hold, then there exists C > a 
independent of f, U, h, and.\ such that 

Remark 4.5. Because of the equivalence of the displacement method (16) and the mixed method (12) in the 
case of ,\ < 00 and kp = k, the theorems and corollaries that we just stated in this section also apply to the 
solution obtained from (16) with Ph given by (15). 

Finally, because it is central to the results above, we state the following theorem on the satisfaction of the 
inf-sup condition for these methods. 

Theorem 4.6 (inf-sup condition). The following inf-sup condition holds: 

(19) 

where CIS> a is independent of h. 

4.2. Overview of the analysis 

The critical step for the analysis is the proof of an inf-sup condition, Theorem 4.6, which is a necessary 
condition for the problem (12) to be well posed. As a preliminary step, we introduce the BDM [121 interpolation 
operator and its properties in Section 4.3. The BDM space explicitly shows that there exists a divbc-free 
subspace of the space of displacement Vh that can optimally approximate any divergence-free displacement field 
in [H'(B)l d As we discuss in Section 4.4, this is why the proposed methods are free of the locking problem. 
The proof of the inf-sup conditions for both choices of kp is given in Section 4.5. Here the case of kp = k - 1 
is more straightforward to prove while the case of kp = k is accomplished by proving the surjectivity of the 

operator divbc onto the pressure space Qh n L5(B). With the inf-sup condition, the rest of the analysis is 
somewhat standard, which involves the continuity and coercivity of the bilinear operators, and a bound on the 
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consistency error arising from the lack of Galerkin orthogonality. We will prove these ingredients in Section 4.6 
and the main results in Section 4.7. 

Henceforth the symbol C is used to denote a generic positive constant independent of j, U, h, and A, whose 
value may differ at each occurrence. Additional independence of C will be specified. 

Before beginning the analysis of the next section, we first prove that III . III s is a norm. 

Theorem 4.7. The functional III· Ills defined in (18) is a norm on V. 
Proof. It is evident that III· Ills is a seminorm on V. It suffices to show that for v E V, Illvllls ~ 0 implies 
Ilvllo,B ~ o. 

To this end, we first note that if Illvllls ~ 0, then V;;mv ~ R([v]) ~ o. Thus, for any E E f/h, ViE must be 

an affine function. Hence, v E [w2)] d S;;; Vho 

From the mesh quasi-uniformity, a Poincare's inequality [7, (1.8)] and a Korn's inequality [6, (1.19)] for 
piecewise continuous spaces, and (7), 

Ilv116,B <; C (1IVhVI16,B + h-lll[v]116,r~ + IlvI16,8B) <; C (1IV;;mvI16,B + h-'II[v]llhJ 

<; Ch- ' II[v]116,r, <; CIIR([v])llo,B ~ o. 

4.3. Interpolation error estimates 

D 

The BDM interpolation operator was introduced in [12] and [11] for two- and three-dimensions, respectively. 

The BDM interpolation operator of order k maps any U E [Hl(B)]d to UI E Vh n H(div;B). Important 
properties of UI which we shall take advantage of include: 

divUI = rr~k_ 1(E)divu, in each E E Yh, 

divUI = rr...l (k- 1) divu, almost everywhere, w, 

1 (u - UI) . n Pk df ~ 0, \lPk E Pk(e), \Ie E gh, 

where rrk for some Hilbert space H over domain D denotes the £2(D)-orthogonal projection into H. 

(20) 

(21 ) 

(22) 

We next summarize some interpolation properties of the BDM element. Such results with s = 0 and 1 are 
given in [12], [11], and [13, Chapter III]; here we offer a proof for a more general s. A direct consequence of 
such properties is the interpolation error estimate given by Theorem 4.10. 

Lemma 4.8 (local error estimates). If U E [Hm(E)]d with mEN, m <; k + 1, and UI is the BDM interpolant 
of order k of u, then there exists C > 0 independent of U such that for all E E f/h, 

where No == N U {o}. 

IU - uIls,E :S; Chm-slulm,E, s E No, s:S; m, 

I div(u - UI )I"E <; Chm-1-'1 div Ulm-l,E, S E No, s <; m - 1, 

Ilu - UI Ilo,BE <; Chm-~ lulm,E, 

(23a) 

(23b) 

(23c) 

Proof. Inequality (23a) follows from standard interpolation theories (see [17, Theorem 3.1.4]). Inequality (23b) 
holds because of (20). Inequality (23c) is a direct consequence of: (a) a trace inequality with a scaling argument 
[13, pages 111-112] 

Ilw116,8E <; C (h-11IwI16,E + hlwli,E), \IE E f/h, wE H'(E), 
and (b) inequality (23a) with s ~ 0, 1. D 
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Corollary 4.9. There exists C > 0 such that/or every U E [Hm(B)]d, mEN, m c; k+ 1, its BDM interpolant 
of order k) U I) satisfies 

IIVh(U- UI)llo,B c; Chm-1Iu!m,B, 

Ildiv(u - UI )llo,B c; Chm-11 div Ulm-l,B, 

II [u - uI]llo,r, c; Chm-~ lulm,B. 

(24a) 

(24b) 

(24c) 

Theorem 4.10 (interpolation error estimate). There exists C > 0 independent of h such thai fOT every U E 

[Hm(B)]d, mEN, m c; k + 1, its BDM interpolant 0/ order k, UI, satisfies 

(25) 

Proof. We first sum the square of (23a) with s ~ lover all E E f/h to obtain 

IIV;;m(u - uI)II~,B c; L Iu - ulli,E c; Ch2m- 2Iu l;;',B' 
EEYh 

We then deduce that (25) holds if 

which can be obtained by applying (6) and (23c): 

IIR([u - uI])116,B c; Ch-111[u - uI]116,r, c; Ch- 1 L Ilu - uI116,8E c; Ch2m- 2Iu l;;',B' 
EEY" 

D 

Finally, from standard approximation theories (see [17, Theorem 3.1.4]), if p E Hm(B) for some mEN, 
PI = II~ItP, then 

(26) 
Note that for kp = k, although the exponent of h in (26) can be one order higher, the overall order of convergence 
remains the same as the case of kp = k - 1. 

4.4. The locking-free property of the displacement space Vh 

Next we explain why our displacement space Vh equipped with operator divDG as an approximation of the 
(classical) divergence is locking free. 

Proposition 4.11. Let UI be the BDM interpolant of order k o/u E [Hl(B)]d Then 

divbdu - UI) ~ div(u - UI), almost everywhere. 

Proof. We first note that from (9b), an equivalent equality is given by 

tr R([u - UI]) ~ 0, almost everywhere. (27) 

Since by definition tr R([u - UI]) E Wh , (27) is equivalent to 

l Pk tr R([u - UI]) dB ~ 0, VE E f/h, Pk E H(E), 

which can be obtained by setting fh = XEPkII in (5), where XE denotes the characteristic function of E. D 
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Corollary 4.12. There exists C > a such that for every U E [Hm(B)]d, mEN, m c: k+1, its BDM interpolant 
of order k) U I) satisfies 

Ildiv~du - UI)IID,B c: Chm-11 divulm_l,B. 

Proof. Summing the square of (23b) over all E E .o/h yields this inequality. D 

Remark 4.13. The reason for a conforming low-order method to lock is that when'\ --+ 00, the incompressibility 
constraint div u = 0 is imposed more and more strongly, and the kernel of div in the conforming space either 
cannot approximate u or can only approximate u to a suboptimal order. 

In our case, however, if the exact solution u is such that divu = 0, we have divDG U = 0, and by Corollary 
4.12, 

divDG UI ~ div~G UI - tr R(U) ~ div~G U - tr R(U) ~ divDG U ~ O. 

In the mean time, by Theorem 4.10, UI E V h can still approximate U to the optimal order in the norm III· Ills. 
This is the essential reason for the method to be free from the locking problem in the incompressible limit. 

4.5. Proof of the inf-sup condition 

We will prove Theorem 4.6 by showing the surjectivity of div~G into Qh n L6(B) for both choices of kp, 
which is given by Theorem 4.14. The proof of Theorem 4.6 then follows. 

Theorem 4.14. For every 8 h E W h n L6(B), there exists Vh E Vh such that 

div~G Vh = Gh . 

Illvhllls c: C118 h II D,B, 

where C > a is independent of hand 8 h . 

We will prove Theorem 4.14 by explicitly constructing Vh for any given eh . To this end, we will first show in 
Lemma 4.15 that the regularity result (3) and a property of the BDM interpolant imply the result for a more 
restrictive class of 8 h , i.e., in the space W~k-l) n L6(B). This will be sufficient for the analysis for kp ~ k - 1. 
For kp ~ k, we need to accommodate the projection of 8 h E W h n L6(B) in the U(B)-orthogonal complement 
of W~k-l) We will accomplish this by proving Lemma 4.16. 

Lemma 4.15. For every 8 1 E W~k-l) n L6(B), there exists VI E Vh such that 

divbc VI = e I , 

IllVIllls c: C 118 I IID,B' 

where C > a is independent of hand 8 1 . 

Proof. Under the regularity assumption (3), we can find V E [HJ(B)]d to be such that 

divv=eI , 

Ilvll',B c: C118 I IID,B, 

where C> a is independent of 8 1 . Since v ~ 0 on aB, we have div~G v ~ divv, and Illvllls ~ 11'i7~ymvll. 

(28a) 

(28b) 

(2ga) 

(2gb) 

We then set VI E Vh to be the BDM interpolant of order k of v. From Proposition 4.11 and (21), we have 

divbc VI = divVI = n~T(k- l ) divv = n~T(k- l)eI = e I , almost everywhere. 

" " 
It remains to show (28b), which is given by (2gb) and Theorem 4.10 with m ~ 1: 
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To proceed, we define the £2 (B)-orthogonal complement of W~k-I): 

It is clear that Sh C L6(B), and as a result, the following decomposition holds: 

Later we will also need to use the following space on f h : 

Lemma 4.16. For every eIl E Sh) there exists VII E Vh such thai 

where C > 0 is independent of hand eII . 

divbc VII = elI, 

IIIvIIIIIs <; qeIIlla,B" 

The proof of Lemma 4.16 is constructive. To this end, we first prove Lemmas 4.17 and 4.18. 

Lemma 4.17 (trace inequality for Sh). There exists C > 0 independent of h such that 

D 

(30) 

(31 ) 

Proof. We will prove (31) by showing that II {-} Ila,r, is a norm on Sh, and (31) follows from the norm equivalence 
of 11{-}lla,r, and 11'lla,B and a scaling argument. 

It is evident that 11{-}lla,r, is a seminorm on Sh; it remains to show that for any Sh E Sh, II{Sh}lla,r, ~ 0 
implies Sh = o. 

To this end, we first show that for any E E .o/h and e E gh, e caE, shl, ~ 0 implies shlE ~ O. Let the 
equation of the line (d ~ 2) or the plane (d ~ 3) that contains e be r(x) ~ 0, such that rlE > O. Then there 
exists Pk-I E Pk - I (E) such that Sh ~ rpk-I. But from (30), Sh ~ O. 

Now consider e caB. On such e, {Sh} ~ Sh. Hence, {Sh} ~ 0 implies Sh ~ 0 in all E such that laEnaBI > O. 
Continuing the argument towards the interior of the domain, we have Sh = 0 in B. D 

To proceed, we let 

Jh == II H(e). 
eE£'h 

Lemma 4.18 (inverse inequality). For every jh E Jh ) there exists Wh E Vh such thai 

[Wh]' n ~ jh, 

Illwhllls <; Ch-~IUhlla,r", 

where C > 0 is independent of hand jh' 

Remark 4.19. A similar result was obtained in [14], in which the authors had 

instead of (32b). 

(32a) 

(32b) 
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Proof. We construct Wh using the BDM element. For each E E :Yh, we set whlE E [Pk(E)l d to be uniquely 
determined by [11,121 

1 

W

1f

:h:. n:E = Cejhl on e C BE, 

j, . VPk-l dB ~ 0, VPk-l E H-l(E), 

. <Pk dB ~ 0, V<Pk E <h(E), 

where Ce equals 1 if e c DB and ~ otherwise, and 

It is clear that [Wh] . n = jh on rho Moreover, observing that whlE linearly depends on jhlaEl together with 
a scaling argument, we conclude that there exists C > 0 independent of jh and E such that 

(33) 

Applying (18) and (6) and summing (33) over all E E :Yh gives 

Illwhlll~ <; Ilv;;mWhll~,B + Ch-111 [whII16,r, <; C L (1Iv;;mWhll~,B + h-1 Ilwhll~,aE) <; Ch- ' lljhI16,r" 
EEY" 

where C > 0 is independent of jh. D 

Now we are ready to proceed to prove Lemma 4.16, based on which we will prove Theorems 4.14 and 4.6. 

Proof of Lemma 4.16. First we remark that if we can construct Wh E Vh such that 

IIt divbc Wh = e II 1 

IIIWhilis <; CIIGIlllo,B, 

(34a) 

(34b) 

then from Lemma 4.15, we will also be able to find VI for GI ~ GIl - divbc Wh E W~k-l) n L6(B) such that 

divbc VI = GIl - divbc Wh, 

IllVIllls <; qGIl - divbcWhlloB· 

Then the construction of VII is complete if we set VII = VI + Wh, since now we have 

and 

divbc VII = elI - divbc Wh + divbc Wh = elI, 

IllVIlllls <; IIIvIliis + Illwhllls 

<; C (1IGIl - divbcwhllo,B + IIGIlllo,B) 

<; C (1IGIlllo,B + Ildivbcwhllo,B) 

<; C (1IGIlllo,B + Illwhllls) 

<; CIIGIlllo,B. 
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Now we construct Wh E Vh that satisfies (34). We first note that since divh Wh E W~k-l), we have 
n~, divh Wh ~ 0, and thus from (9b), 

Hence, (34a) is equivalent to 

(35) 

We next claim that the construction of Wh E Vh that satisfies both (35) and (34b) is equivalent to finding 
jh E {Sh} such that 

r jh bh} df ~ - r 8 II '/h dB, "hh E Sh, 
Jrh JB 

Iljhllo,r, c: Ch~ 118Il ll o,B. 

This is because if such jh exists, then from Lemma 4.18, Wh will satisfy 

[Wh]· n ~ jh, 

Illwhllls c: Ch-~lljhllo,r, c: C118Il ll o,B. 

As a result, this Wh satisfies (35), and thus (34a). 

(36a) 

(36b) 

Now we proceed to construct jh E {Sh} that satisfies (36). To this end, we apply the Riesz representation 
theorem to the space {Sh} equipped with the U(fh)-inner product and the following linear functional in {ShY: 

to conclude that there exists a unique jh E {Sh} that satisfies (36a), and that 

D 

Proof of Theorem 4.14. We apply Lemma 4.15 to n\"v(,_ ,) 8 h and Lemma 4.17 to n~, 8 h to conclude that there , 
exist VI, VII E Vh such that 

and that 

divbc VI = II~(k-l)ehl , 
divbc VI I = II~h 8 h1 

IllVIllls c: C Iln\"v;H8hIla,B' 

IllVIlllls c: clint 8 h ll o,B· 

Now the construction of Vh is completed by setting Vh = VI + VII- D 

Proof of Theorem 4.6. It is clear that adding a constant to qh E Qh does not change the value of the fraction 
in (19). Hence, it is sufficient to prove that for all % E Qh n L6(B), 
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where CIS> 0 is independent of hand qh. 
To this end, we apply Theorem 4.14 to % E QhnL6(B) C; WhnL6(B) and conclude that there exists Vh E Vh 

such that 

where C is independent of qh. Hence, 

D 

4.6. Properties of the bilinear operators 

We continue now with the proof of the continuity and coercivity of the bilinear forms in Theorem 4.20, 
and a bound on the consistency error which arises from the lack of Galerkin orthogonality in Theorem 4.21. 
These results, together with the inf-sup condition, establish the existence of solutions of the discrete problem 
(12) [1O,20J. 

Theorem 4.20 (continuity and coercivity of the bilinear operators). The bilinear form ah(·,·) satisfies the 
following continuity and coerciviiy properties for any j3 > 0: 

lah(u,v)1 <; Clilulllslllvills, Vu,v E \1, 
ah(uh,uh);:> "llluhlll~, VUh E Vh, 

where" > 0 depends on /3 but is independent of h and A. 
The bilinear form bh(·,·) satisfies the following continuity property: 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Proof. Here we only provide the proof of (38) since the rest are elementary. To prove (38), we note that for any 
E > 0, we have Young's inequality 

ah(uh,uh) ~ l21'[D~~mUh: D~~mUh+/3R([Uh]): R([Uh])] dB 

;:> 21' [(1 - f) Ilv;;mUhll~,B + (1 + /3 - ~) IIR([Uh]) 116,B]. 

Choosing f ~ (1 + /3/2)-1 and setting" ~ 21'/3/(2 + /3) yields the desired result. D 

Theorem 4.21 (consistency error estimates). Let (u,p) and (Uh,Ph) be the solutions to (1) and (12), respec
tively. Let U E [Hm(B)Jd and p E Hm-1(B) for some mEN such that 2 <; m <; k + 1, then 

lah(U,v) +bh(V,P) - F\(v) I <; Chm
- 111[v]llo,ro(lulm,B + Iplm-1,B), Vv E \1, 

bh(u, q) - c(p, q) - gh(q) ~ 0, Vq E L 2 (B). 

Proof. The proof of (41) is straightforward. In fact, since u is the exact solution, 

Ru ([u]) ~ R([u]) - R(U) ~ o. 

(40) 

(41 ) 

(42) 
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Hence, from (4) and the continuity of u, 

divDG U ~ divu + Ru(u) ~ divu. 

From (13b), (13c), (13e), (lOb), (43), and (lc), 

To prove (40) for any v E \1, we invoke (42) to obtain 

ah(u, v) + bh(v,p) - Fh(v) ~ L [(21''V,ymu - pIT) : D~2:mv - f v] dB 

~ L [" : ('VhV + R([v])) - f· v] dB 

(43) 

L (( -(div,,+f).vdB+ ( v.".nEdf) + (B":R([v])dB (44) 
EEYh JE ~ JaE iF 

~ ( [v]" n df + ( ,,: R([v]) dB. 
Jrh JB 

We then define a] == 2/lVs,;:mUI - PIII E W~Xd where UI is the BDM interpolant of order k of u and 
PI == II~ , p. From (5), 

/" [v]. {"I} n df + L "I : R([v]) dB ~ o. 

Subtracting (45) from (44) yields 

ah(u,v) + bh(v,p) - Fh(v) 

~ ([v] {"-"I}ndf+ (("-"I):R([v])dB. 
Jrh JB 

And hence, with (6) and a classical trace inequality with a scaling argument [13, pages 111-112], 

lah(u,v) +bh(V,P) - Fh(v) I c; Ilvllo,rJ{" - "I}llo,f, + II" - "Illo,BIIR([v])llo,B 

c; Cllvllo,f, [II{" - "I }llo,f, + h- ~ II" - "Illo,B]. 

It remains to prove that 

which directly follows from a trace inequality with a scaling argument [13, pages 111-112], 

where C is independent of E, and interpolation error estimates (23a) and (26). 

(45) 

(46) 

D 
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Remark 4.22. If we apply (40) to Vh E Vh, then from (7) and (18), we have 

(47) 

which implies that the consistency error optimally scales with h. 

4.7. Proof of the main results 

We are now ready to prove the main results. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show that when ,\ < 00, p and Ph have the same average over B, so that the 
subsequent analysis for ,\ < 00 and ,\ = 00 can be presented in a unified way. Let 

Po == 1~llpdB, PhD == 1~llphdB. 
We then take % ~ 1 in (12b) and applying (11), (8) and (lc) to obtain: 

Therefore, 

PhD = Po, 

and as a result, we only need to show for ,\ :S; 00, 

Let UI be the BDM interpolant of order k of u and PI == II~hP. Because of the interpolation error estimates 
(25) and (26), we only need to show 

To this end, we invoke (12), (41), and the identity C(P-PI,%) ~ 0 to obtain 

where 

ah(Uh - UI,Vh) + bh(Vh, Ph - PI) ~ h(Vh), I/Vh E Vh, 

bh(Uh - UI, %) - C(Ph - PI, %) ~ 9h(%), 1/% E Qh. 

h(Vh) == F\(Vh) - ah(UI, Vh) - bh(Vh, PI)' 

9h(%) == bh(u - UI, %). 
We remark that from (21), if kp ~ k -1, 9h == O. 

(48) 

(49a) 

(49b) 

The coercivity of ah(" .), (38), the inf-sup condition (19), and the finite dimensions of Qh allow us to apply 
Theorem 1.2 in [13, Chapter II] to obtain 

(50) 

where K is a nonlinear function of 11%11, 1/,\, I/o, and 1/CI8 that is bounded on bounded subsets of these 
values. From Theorems 4.6 and 4.20, K is independent of hand ,\ and hence we will denote by C. 

It remains to prove 
(51 ) 
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For h, we apply (47), (37), (39), Theorem 4.10, and (26) to obtain 

IIF
- II < IF\(Vh) - ah(u,vh) - bh(Vh,P) I 

h v' sup + sup 
o - O"VoEVo Illvhllls O"VoEVo 

lah(U-UI,Vh)1 + Ibh(Vh,P-PI)1 

IIIVhliis 

<; Chm-'(luim,B + Ipim-I,B) + C(IIIu - uI111 s + lip - PI Ilo,B) 

Similarly, for 9h, from (39) and Theorem 4.10, 

11 - II Ibh(u-UI,%)I CIII III Chm-Il I gh q, <; sup II II <; U - UI S <; U m,B· 
O~qlt EQ It qh O,B 

D 

Proof of Corollary 4.2. We let UI denote the BDM interpolant of order k of U and apply (24c), (7), (48), and 
(18) to obtain 

IIIU - uh]llo,ro <; Illu - uI]llo,ro + IlluI - uh]llo,ro 

<; Chm-~ lulm,E + Ch ~ IIR(luI - Uh]) Ilo,B 

<; Chm-~lulm,E + Ch~llluI - uhliis 

<; Chm-~(lulm,B + Iplm-I,B). 

Proof of Corollary 4.3. From Theorem 4.1, 

lilT -lThllo,B <; 2/l11'V'Ylli(U - uh)llo,B + IIp- Phllo,B 

<; Clilu - uhliis + Chm-I(luim,B + Iplm-I,B) 

<; Chm-I(lulm,B + Iplm-I,B). 

Proof of Theorem 4.4. This theorem follows from an Aubin-Nitsche duality argument. 

We set (w,q) E [H~(B)ld X U(B) to be such that 

- div (2/l'V'YlliW - qIT) ~ U - Uh, in B, 

divw+ f ~O, in B. 

If'\ ~ 00, we further require q E L6(B). 
Then from (2), w E [H 2 (B)]d, q E H' (B) and, 

Applying (40) to (53) with m ~ 2 and v ~ U - Uh E V and invoking (54) and (52) yields 

lah(w, U - Uh) + bh(u - Uh, q) - Ilu - uh116,B I <; Ch~ II Iu - uh]llo,ro (l w I2,B + Iql',B) 

<; Chm(luim,B + Iplm-l,B)llu - uhllo,B, 

(52) 

D 

D 

(53) 

(54) 



or equivalently, 

It remains to show 

To this end, let WI be the BDM interpolant of order k of wand qI ~ II~" q, then from (12a), 

lah(W, U - Uh) + bh(u - Uh, q)1 

c; ,Iah(u, WI) + bh(WI, p) - F\(WI )1, + Jah(W - W;, U - uh)l, + Jbh(u - Uh, q) --: bh(WI ,p - Ph) I, ' 

I II III 

It remains to bound the quantities I, II, and III as 

To bound II, we apply (37) and Theorem 4,10 to obtain 

To bound I, we apply the consistency error estimate (40) to write 

We then notice that since W E [HJ(B)]d, [wI ~ 0; thus, from (24c), 

Combining (55) and (56) yields the desired bound for I, 
Finally, to bound III, we first apply (41) to problems (12) and (53) to write, respectively, 

bh(u - Uh, qI) ~ c(p - Ph, qI), 

bh(w, P - Ph) ~ c(q, P - Ph)' 

We now can rewrite III as 

III ~ Ibh(u - uh,qI) - bh(WI,P - Ph) + bh(u - Uh, q - qI)1 

~ Ic(p - Ph,qI) - bh(WI,P - Ph) + bh(u - Uh, q - qI)1 

~ I-c(p - Ph,q - qI) + bh(w - WI,P- Ph) + bh(u - Uh,q- qI)1 

The quantity III can then be bounded by (39), Theorem 4,1, Theorem 4,10, and (26) as 

1 
III c; :\ lip - Phllo,B Ilq - qI Ilo,B + Glllw - wIlllsllp - Phllo,B + Giliu - uhlllsllq - qIllo,B 

c; Ghm (lwI2,B + Iql"B)(lulm,B + Iplm-l,B). 
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(55) 

(56) 

D 
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( a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 1. Two structured meshes [(a) and (b)1 and one unstructured mesh [(c)1 of the unit 
square (0,1) X (0,1) for the numerical examples. 
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FIGURE 2. Demonstration of the optimal convergence rates of the methods. The mesh shown 
in Figure l(c) and its recursive subdivisions are used to approximate the Dirichlet problem 
described in Section 5.1, with AI f.l = 103,00. The normalized £2-norm of the error in (a) 
displacement and (b) stress are plotted as functions of h. As shown in the plots, the convergence 
rates are optimal (h2 for displacement and h for stress). 

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

We will demonstrate in this section that our method optimally converges with a uniform error bound with 
respect to A. We will also investigate the possible detrimental effect of strongly enforcing Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. In the following examples, we always set k = 1 and j3 = 1. The reader is reminded that any choice 
of j3 > ° yields a stable method. 
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FIGURE 3. Demonstration of the uniform error bounds in the incompressible limit. The meshes 
shown in Figure 1 and their recursive subdivisions are used to approximate the Dirichlet problem 
described in Section 5.1, with .\ -+ 00, or Poisson's ratio v == ,\/[2(,\ + 1')] -+ 0.5-. The 
normalized £2-norm of the error in stress is plotted as a function of v. As shown in the plot, 
the stress remains bounded as v --+ 0.5- for all of these meshes and for both kp = 0 and kp = 1. 

5.1. Optimal convergence with a uniform error bound 
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We first demonstrate the robustness and optimal convergence of our methods. We consider the Dirichlet 
problem over the unit square B = (0,1) X (0,1) in two-dimensions corresponding to the exact solution 

It can be verified that div u = 0, and that the stress field a is divergence-free and independent of A. 
We solved this problem with the proposed method with :!7h defined by the three different meshes shown 

in Figure 1, and their recursive successive subdivisions. Such subdivisions were obtained by subdividing each 
triangle into four similar ones. 

We first computed the errors in displacement and stress as functions of h when we set AI fJ = 103 ,00 and 
plotted them in Figure 2. These plots demonstrate the optimal convergence rates attained by our methods (h2 

for the displacement and h for the stress). 
To show that the error bounds are independent of A, we plotted the normalized error in stress, Ila

"hllo,B/II"llo,B, as a function of Poisson's ratio v == ,\/[2(,\ + 1')] in Figure 3. We can see that with kp ~ 0,1 
and all three meshes, ah remains bounded as v --+ 0.5-, or A --+ 00. 

5.2. The driven-cavity-fiow-like problem 

We solve the following problem over the unit square B ~ (0,1)2: 

diva = 0, 

" ~ 2I'V",lli U - pIT, 

divu+~ ~O, 

u = 0, 

in B, 

in B, 

in B, 

on (0,1) X {I}, 

on iJB \ [(0,1) X {I}], 

(57) 
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FIGURE 4. Solution of the driven-cavity-flow-like problem (57) which demonstrates the absence 
of locking of the displacement method: (a) vector plot of Uh; (b) contour plot of Ph; (c) plot of 
Ilahllo,B as a function of Poisson's ratio v. The absence of locking is evidenced in the displayed 
cavity in (a), the absence of spurious pressure mode in (b), and the boundedness of the pressure 
as v -+ 0.5- (c). 

and with AI !l up to 107 . If we let A -+ co, then (57) becomes the driven cavity flow problem. Here we will still 
use the terminology of elasticity. 

The incompatibility in boundary conditions at two of the corners, (0,1) and (1,1), has two implications. 
First, U in this case is less regular than what would be required for optimal convergence rates. Nevertheless, 



--e-- kp =1, mesh (a) 

__ kp =1, mesh (b) 

3 _kp=1, mesh (e) m 
_0 _ e _ kp =0, mesh (a) 
g 
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of 
g 

0 
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FI GURE 5. Demonstration of the possible locking effect caused by strong enforcement of Dirich
let boundary conditions. The normalized £2-norm of the error in stress is plotted as a function 
of Poisson's ratio v, when the three meshes in Figure 1 are used to approximate the Dirichlet 
problem described in Section 5.1. Here we have altered the mixed method (12) by imposing the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions at all nodes on the boundary. It is clear that for all three meshes 
with kp = 1 and mesh (a) with kp = 0, the computed stress ah goes unbounded as v --+ 0.5-, 
indicating the effect of locking. From the equivalence of the mixed method with k = kp and 
the displacement method, we conclude that the displacement method also locks if the Dirichlet 
boundary conditions are strongly imposed. 
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we will demonstrate the absence of locking for this numerical example. Second, if we were to strongly enforce 
Dirichlet boundary conditions at the nodal points on the boundary, it would be necessary to specify the boundary 
conditions at these two corners, i.e., el versus 0, or some kind of average of them. Each choice would lead to 
a different solution. In our case, however, since we weakly imposed Dirichlet boundary conditions, we do not 
need to do so. 

In Figure 4 we plot both the displacement and pressure obtained with our method with kp ~ 1 and AI!l ~ 107 . 

We conclude that our method is locking-free because: (a) a single loop of vorticity is clearly visible in Figure 
4(a); (b) the stress field shown in Figure 4(b) displays no checker-board instability; and (c) the stress remains 
bounded as A -+ 00, as demonstrated in Figure 4(c). 

Note that as expected, the multiple displacement values at each node show a more pronounced difference 
near the two corners with incompatible boundary conditions. 

5.3. Consequences of strong enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions 

In this section we investigate the consequence of strong enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions. We will 
demonstrate that strong enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions may lead to locking in the incompressible 
limit. 

To this end, we approximated the solution of the same problem as described in Section 5.1 with the same 
meshes shown in Figure 1 but with a slight modification in the way Dirichlet boundary conditions were imposed. 
In particular, we strongly enforced the boundary conditions at the nodes on the boundary. We then plotted the 
normalized error in stress, II" - "hllo,B/II"llo,B, as a function of v in Figure 5. For all three meshes with kp ~ 1 
and mesh (a) with kp = 0, ah becomes unbounded as v --+ 0.5-, which clearly displays the locking phenomenon. 
From Section 3.5, solving the same problem with these meshes and with the displacement method with strong 
enforcement of boundary conditions will also lead to locking. 

In particular, note that from Figure 5 it follows that mesh (a) and its recursive subdivisions are more sensitive 
to strong imposition of boundary conditions than the other two, since locking appears with both values of kp . 
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The cause for this observation is that these meshes have four elements whose nodes are all located on DB, in 
contrast with the family of meshes (b) and (c). When imposing the boundary conditions strongly, this implies 
that the displacement field inside these elements is defined exclusively by the interpolated values, and may not 
be divbc-free, which leads to the observed locking behavior. For this reason, such elements have been explicitly 
avoided in the analysis of the Taylor-Hood element in [5, Proposition 1], for example. 

We also note that in [22,23,38]' the Dirichlet boundary conditions were weakly imposed; while in [301, they 
were strongly imposed. 
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